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Abstract— This work aims to evaluate the properties of deposited
SiOxCy thin films by means of organic catalytic chemical vapor
deposition (O-Cat CVD) technique. The employed precursors
were Monomethyl Silane (MMS; (CH3-SiH3)) and Tetra-ethyl
orthosilicate [TEOS; (Si(OC2H5)4)], which corresponded to
gaseous and liquid sources, respectively. The deposition chamber
worked under a reactant atmosphere of hydrogen (H2) and
oxygen (O2), likewise the use of tantalum (Ta) as a catalyst for
MMS precursor. TEOS was used at the Argon atmosphere and
tungsten (W) as a catalyst. The deposition time was varied from
20 to 30 min in order to evaluate its influence on the luminescent
properties of the deposited films. Chemical and bonding-state
characterization were performed through Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
techniques. The measurements of thickness and refractive index
of the thin films were obtained by ellipsometry. Optical
properties were evaluated by photoluminescence spectroscopy.
The FTIR showed the peak shifting from the stoichiometric
stretching value of Si-O-Si bonding (1080 cm-1) to 1025 cm-1 and
1036 cm-1 for MMS and TEOS precursors, respectively. The SiO-Si bonding shift might come due to the oxygen deficiency in
the prepared samples. Through XPS measurements, it was
possible to determine different bonding states and their amount
through the formation of SiOxCy thin films; however, the sample
deposited with TEOS shows its nature closer to the SiOx phase in
comparison to MMS deposited thin films. The thickness of thin
films increased proportionately with the increment of deposition
time. Moreover, the red-shifted PL spectrum was determined for
the MMS deposited samples in comparison to TEOS deposited
samples. Intense emission in a broad region of the visible
spectrum was observed without further thermal annealing
process. The different reasons were discussed about the origin of
photoluminescence, but still, there is further need for additional
studies to determine the PL mechanism.
Keywords— O-Cat CVD, Photoluminescence,
Monomethyl Silane, Tetraethyl orthosilicate

I.

SiOC,

INTRODUCTION

Silicon oxycarbide (SiOxCy) is promising material which has
attracted attention due to its advantageous chemical and
mechanical properties over oxide and nitride matrix (SiOx or
SiNx), including the compatibility in silicon-based IC’s,
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tunable refractive index (1.45-3.10), thermal and
photostability, wide bandgap and better creep resistance [1–4].
It is widely investigated for the application such as passivation
layers, light-emitting applications due to its optical properties
and also used as low-k dielectrics, diffusion barrier, anode
material for lithium storage batteries, etc. [5–10] There are
various techniques available to deposit SiOxCy thin films such
as hot-wire chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD) [11–14],
inductively coupled plasma chemical vapor deposition (ICPCVD) [15], plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
PECVD [5, 16] very high frequency (VHF) PECVD [16],
thermal chemical vapor deposition (TCVD) [18-19], RFmagnetron sputtering [8] with using different precursors such
as monomethyl silane (MMS), tetra-ethyl orthosilicate (TEOS),
bistrimethylsilylmethane (BTMSM), tetra(trimethylsilyloxy)
silane (TTMSS), tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane (TMCTSSi4O4C4H16), Silane (SiH4), 2,4,6-trimethyl-2,4,6-trisilaheptane (C7H22Si3), respectively [11–19].
In this work, SiOxCy thin films were deposited using two
different organic catalytic chemical vapor deposition (O-CatCVD) [20] systems, which is a modified HWCVD process
using organic precursors [21]. O-Cat CVD has numerous
advantages over PECVD, such as no plasma damage during the
sample deposition, high deposition rate, etc. [22]. The use of
safe and economic precursors is also an important advantage of
O-Cat CVD. The use of alkylsilane compound precursors
provides an alternative and safer source than silane because
silane is a pyrophoric gas that can auto-ignite spontaneously on
contact with air, and it has the lowest auto-ignition temperature
in comparison to other material [23-24]. Although, O-Cat CVD
system is widely used for the growth of a variety of thin films
and in the previous works of our lab SiOxCy thin films were
obtained with this method [11–14]. However, the comparative
study of the properties of SiOxCy thin films has not been done
by using different precursor materials with O-Cat CVD.
In this work, the effect of the variation of deposition time have
studied for the as-deposited SiOxCy thin films by using two
different alkylsilane compound precursors, i.e., Monomethyl

Silane (MMS-(CH3-SiH3)) and Tetra-ethyl orthosilicate
[TEOS-(Si(OC2H5)4)], respectively in two different O-Cat
CVD systems. The chemical bonding structures and film
compositions were investigated through Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis to confirm the presence of Si, O, and C elements in the
deposited sample. Optical studies were carried out using
photoluminescence spectroscopy, and intense emissions in a
wide region of the visible spectrum were observed for the
deposited thin films without further thermal annealing process.
II.

EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation
Thin-film samples were deposited on polished P-type
crystalline silicon substrate with (100) orientation by the O-Cat
CVD technique. Two different systems were used for the
deposition of thin films, where the first system was used for the
gaseous precursors, while the second system was used for
liquid precursors. In the first O-Cat CVD system (S1), thin
films were deposited by using MMS (Sigma Aldrich-462993purity 99.9%), Oxygen (O2), and Hydrogen (H2) as reactant
gases by using a tantalum (Ta) wire of 0.5 mm diameter. In
contrast, TEOS (Sigma-Aldrich, reagent grade, 98%) as a
liquid precursor was used and argon as a carrier gas in another
system (S2) to deposit thin films by tungsten (W) wire of 0.75
mm diameter. The distance between the catalyst-wire and
substrate was 5 cm in both systems, and the IR detector (Chino
model IR-AHS) was used to monitor the filament temperature
through the window of the corresponding chamber during the
deposition period.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FTIR spectra of the deposited films are shown in Fig.1, and
the vibrational modes with their respective wavenumbers are
also mentioned in Table I. The absorption bands of rocking,
bending, and stretching modes for the Si-O-Si bonding are
470, 800, and 1080 cm-1, respectively [12, 14] but the
stretching mode of Si-O-Si bond for the thin films deposited
with MMS in Fig. 1 (a), is observed at 1025 cm-1 while it
appears at 1036 cm-1 for the films deposited with TEOS in
Fig. 1 (b). Hence, deposited films with both techniques are
showing the shift from the stoichiometry value of the Si-O-Si
(1080 cm-1) absorption band. This shift from the stoichiometry
value of Si-O-Si represents the deficiency of oxygen in Si-OSi bonding, which may generate a higher probability of having
one or more silicon neighboring atoms [25-26]. This
composition and/or stoichiometry changes in the oxide layer
allow controlling the intensity of the luminescence and its
spectral composition [27]. Moreover, an absorption band can
also be observed at 1100 cm-1, which represents the presence
of Si-O-C bonds and confirms the formation of SiOxCy thin
film. Even though with the variation of deposition time from
20 min to 30 min in TEOS deposited thin films, it is also
observable that the absorption band at 1100 cm-1 has the
tendency to disappear, shifting the Si-O-Si absorption mode
from 1036 to 1060 cm-1, which may show this shifting
behavior seems as the nature related to SiOx films.

The deposition time was a variable parameter for the
preparation of thin films in both systems. At the same time, the
following conditions were used as the constant parameters for
the film deposition: For both methods, the filament (Tf) and
substrate temperature (Ts) were 1800ºC and 200ºC,
respectively, while the flow rate of MMS, O2, and H2 gases
were 4, 1 and 20 sccm, respectively and deposition pressure
(Ps) of the chamber was 0.13 Torr in S1. Furthermore, 0.30 torr
deposition pressure and 40 sccm Argon (Ar) flow were the
constant conditions for S2.
B. Characterization
A Gaertner ellipsometer was used to observe the refractive
index and thickness of the deposited films with a variable angle
from 45 to 80 degrees and a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The
absorption band of different types of bonding was analyzed
with the help of Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy (Nicolet 560) while the chemical analysis of
SiOxCy thin films was characterized by Scanning X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) microprobe PHI 5000
VersaProbe II spectrometer using monochromatic Al X-ray
source with an excitation line at 1486.6 eV. Photoluminescence
(PL) emission spectrum was measured at room temperature
using Kimmon Koha (Co., Ltd., Centennial, CO, USA) He-Cd
laser with an excitation wavelength of 325 nm and output
power of 20 mW.
Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of the obtained films at various deposition time with a)
MMS and b) TEOS material.

TABLE I.

FTIR INFRARED ABSORPTION BANDS WITH THEIR
RESPECTIVE WAVENUMBERS.

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Vibrational mode

470

Si-O-Si rocking band

670

Si-Hn

800

Si-O-Si bending band, Si-C

880

Si-Hn

1080

Si-O-Si stretching band

1100

Si-O-C

1250

Si-Hn

1600

C=C

2332

CO

3100-3500

2

OH Bonding range

The reason of this shift in the TEOS deposited thin films can
be related to the molecular structure of TEOS where four
oxygen atoms are inherently bounded with Silicon atom while
ethyl radicals are associated in the outer part of the molecule
due to which these ethyl radicals dissociated first from the
TEOS molecule [28-29]. When the deposition time increased
for the TEOS deposited films, much of the carbon is
transported out of the reaction zone as a by-product.
Furthermore, the absorption band at 800 cm-1 is also
corresponding to Si–C bonds, and it can be easily observable
in Fig. 1 for both materials, but here it is also noticeable that
the intensity of these bonding states is proportionally
increasing with the variation of time for the MMS deposited
films, while it is slightly decreasing for the TEOS deposited
films, respectively. The reason of the reduced intensity of the
Si-C bond in TEOS deposited thin film can be the same reason
as discussed previously, while the gradually increased
intensity of Si-C mode can be related to the shift in the
absorption band of Si-O-Si stretching mode from its
stoichiometry value due to which the probability of one or
more C or Si neighboring atoms become higher [25-26, 30].

Fig. 2. a) XPS Spectrum b) Si 2p XPS for 30 min. deposited sample with
MMS precursor.

In addition to these absorption bands, other bands related to
Si–Hn, Si–H, and Si–CHn bonds were also observed at 670,
880, and 1250 cm-1, respectively. The absorption band related
to C=C, CO2, and OH bonds are also observable at 1600,
2290, and 3600 cm-1, respectively [30-32].
The chemical analysis of MMS and TEOS deposited samples
for 30 min. were characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), and it is illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3,
respectively, where Si 2p, C 1s, and O 1s XPS spectrum peaks
are observable. The presence of Si 2p, C 1s, and O 1s spectra
confirms the existence of SiOxCy.
Si 2p spectra contain 5 main types of the bonding phases,
which have been summarized in Table II. SiC, SiOC3,
SiO2C2, SiO3C and SiO4 bonding phases are observed at 99.8
101.5 eV, 102.8 eV, 103.7 eV and 104.9 eV, respectively [33].

Fig. 3. a) XPS Spectrum b) Si 2p XPS for 30 min. deposited sample with
TEOS precursor.

TABLE II.

THE RELATIVE CONTENT OF THE PHASES CALCULATED
BY THE XPS FITTED RESULTS.

Bonding

BE (eV)

SiC
SiOC3
SiO2C2
SiO3C
Si-O4

99.80
101.50
102.80
103.70
104.90

Furthermore, the refractive index of TEOS deposited thin film
is close to the refractive index of SiO2 while the refractive
index of MMS deposited thin films are higher, which can be
due to the aggregation of SiC bonds in the matrix of SiOxCy
thin film.

Atomic %
MMS

TEOS

5.5
22.9
28
28.7
14.8

4.8
19.2
39.6
36.4

From Table II, the high content of the SiO4 bonding phase
(36.4 %) has been observed for the deposited film with TEOS,
while it is relatively low (14.8 %) for the MMS deposited
films. This observation correlates with the results of FTIR,
where the TEOS deposited thin films were showing its nature
more related to SiOx thin films. Furthermore, a few contents
of SiC bonding phases (5.5 %) were also observed for the
MMS deposited thin films while it is absent for the thin films
deposited with TEOS.

Photoluminescence spectra are shown in fig. 4 for different
deposition conditions. Broad and intense spectra are
observable for the thin films deposited with both materials,
i.e., MMS and TEOS precursors. The variation of deposition
time is proportionally affecting the intensity of PL. For MMS
deposited samples, the PL peak is observed at 580 nm
wavelengths or 2.13 eV for the sample deposited for 30 min
while 25 min deposited film shows its PL emission at 560 nm
or 2.21 eV and the PL intensity for 20 min. deposited samples
is quite low, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Moreover, TEOS
deposited samples shown a peak at 477 nm wavelength or
2.65 eV, as shown in Fig. 4 (b).

The refractive index (RI) and the thickness of the deposited
samples are shown in Table III. Here, the dependence of
thickness and refractive index on the deposition duration is
analyzed. Usually, the refractive index should be constant for
every thickness in these thin films. Still, the refractive index
and thickness of MMS deposited films are proportionally
increasing from 1.71 to 1.77 and from 153.42 nm to 263.45
nm, respectively, with the increment of deposition time.
Moreover, the thickness of TEOS deposited films is also
increased proportionally with the deposition time, while the
refractive index showed a random variation from 1.39 to 1.57.
Here it is observable that the refractive index of MMS
deposited films is higher than TEOS deposited thin films. The
reason for this difference in the refractive index can be the
compositional change of thin films due to the different
molecule dissociation processes TEOS and MMS, which may
subsequently change the refractive index [34]. The changes in
the bonding states of different thin films are easily observable
from FTIR and XPS spectra, which justify the variation of
time, and the composition variation of the film causes the
change of refractive index.
Moreover, the temperature of the substrate may also vary due
to the hitting of hot electrons in the chamber, which may
change the sticking coefficient and surface mobility of radicals
[35]. This might change the deposition kinetics, which can
also be the reason for the variation of the refractive index.
TABLE III. REFRACTIVE INDEX AND THICKNESS OF SAMPLES BY
ELLIPSOMETRY.
Deposition
Duration

MMS

TEOS

Thickness
(nm)

Refractive
index

Thickness
(nm)

Refractive
index

30 minutes

263.45

1.77

159.93

1.39

25 minutes

268.28

1.76

92.95

1.57

20 minutes

153.42

1.71

69.75

1.43

Fig. 4. PL spectra of samples obtained at different deposition duration
condition with a) MMS b) TEOS material.

The origin of PL can be understood through the analysis of
FTIR, where the shift in the absorption band of Si-O-Si
stretching mode from its stoichiometry value represents the
deficiency of oxygen in Si-O-Si bonding [25-26]. This
composition and/or stoichiometry variations in the oxide layer
allow controlling the intensity of the luminescence and its
spectral composition [27, 36]. Hydrogen related species on the
surface could be one of the responsible reasons for the origin
of PL at 2.2 eV [37-38]. The intensity of the 2.2 eV band is
also correlated with the concentration of the E’δ center, which
is a paramagnetic state of a silicon cluster [39].

and Dr. S. E. Rodil from IIM-UNAM for the PL and XPS
measurements, respectively.

Moreover, PL at 2.7 eV is also explained by the tunneling
luminescence theory in amorphous materials, which holds one
radiative and two non-radiative recombination centers [40-41].
There can be many other reasons also for the PL at 2.7 eV as a
triplet–singlet transition of a molecule-like oxygen deficiency
center, either the neutral oxygen vacancy; the twofold
coordinated Si atom [42]; ion implantation of Si+ and C+ or
SiC nanocluster [8, 43].
However, these defects related mechanisms may not be the
only reason for the emission of the PL spectra. The Quantum
confinement effect is also reported as one of the possible
reasons for the origin of PL emission by some previous works
[12, 13, 44].
A comprehensive study needs to understand the origin of the
luminescence where the analysis of advance characterizations
like PLE, TRPL, and HRTEM is further necessary to
understand and explain the nature of the PL observed in the
deposited SiOxCy thin films.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The deposition of SiOxCy thin films was observed by using
two different alkylsilane compound precursors, i.e.,
Monomethyl Silane (MMS) and Tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS). The thin films deposited with TEOS showed their
nature closer to SiOx composition, which was investigated
through different characterization methods as FTIR, XPS, and
Ellipsometer, while the MMS deposited thin films have some
similarity to SiC with the use of same deposition techniques.
Moreover, the analyses of PL spectra are showing the redshift
for the MMS deposited samples in comparison to TEOS
deposited samples. The different reasons were discussed about
the origin of photoluminescence, but still, there is further need
for additional studies to determine the real PL mechanism.
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